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Crash bandicoot warped colored gems guide

Share a colorful gem is a special type of gem that appears in the Crash Bandicoot series. They resemble a common clear gem that a crash can collect by breaking a certain amount of crates at each level, except these gems are rarer, alternatively shaped, and appear in a variety of different colors. A colorful gem usually requires a different method of collection than ordinary
gemstones, usually by performing hidden tasks or challenges in the game. Once a crash collects a colorful gem, it is able to open new paths at certain levels. These new paths can be accessed with the use of a special elevator in the form of one of the colorful gems. These special pearl elevators will appear as contours before collecting a colorful gem. Once a crash collects the
appropriate coloured gemstones, the lifts will be accessible and used to reach new routes at different levels. Usually these paths allow the crash to break additional crates to purchase a clear gem of the highlands, collect additional gems, or run special portals to other levels. A collection of colorful gemstones is required to achieve 100% completion, and often unlocks secret
endings or other bonuses depending on the game. In some games, the player must collect all the colorful gems to activate a colorful gem path at one of the final levels. The colored gemstones appear in blue, red, green, yellow, purple, and orange. Bandicoot Crash Review Bandicoot Crash 2: Cortex hits back at Walkthrough Crash Bandicoot 2 - How to get all the colorful
gemsAdd an image to this Bandicoot Crash Gallery: Crash Distortion Training And Racing Team In this game, there are five colorful gems: blue, red, green, yellow, and purple.  All of these gems are purchased by winning the appropriate pearl mug, each locked by receiving four tokens of the appropriate color. Racing Team Crash Training - Red Pearl Cup-0Crash Racing Team -
Green Pearl Cup-0Crash Racing Team - Blue Pearl CupCrash Racing Team - Pearl Yellow CupCrash Racing Team - Purple Pearl Cup-0Oped Image to This Crash Gallery Bash All kinds of game (except boss battles) contains a pearl challenge, which gives a green gem upon completion. Green is the only pearl color in the game. The main goal of the gemstones is only to
contribute 100% completion, however collecting 25 gemstones also opens a barrel of kaboum. Bandicoot Crash: Cortex's Fury Training Crash Bandicoot Wrath of the Cerebral Cortex 9 - Colorful GemstonesAdd an image to this Bandicoot Crash Gallery: Bandicoot Crash Giant Adventure 2: N-Tranced Colorful Gems Work a Little Differently N-Tranced; Instead of collecting single
whole gems throughout the game, the player must have multiple pearl fragments to unlock the levels containing the full colored gemstones. Kart nitro crash in this game, there are four colorful gems: blue, red, green, and purple.  All these gems are acquired by winning the appropriate Gem Cup, just like CTR. Walkthroughs Let's play Crash Nitro Kart (100%) To this purple
Bandicoot crash gallery: Ripto's colorful rampage gems are reduced to a cambo only in this game, with all pearl colors (except orange) appearing on collectible trading cards instead of serving any important role as collectibles. Twinsanity crash in this game, colored gemstones are a much more common collectible, with one of all (except orange) appearing at each level and hub
and not one of each appearing in the entire game. The gemstones are mostly hidden in levels, with some requiring puzzles to solve, but some of them are very easy to achieve. There are six gems in each level/hub. Clear gemstones are treated like colorful gemstones in this game. Instead of opening pearl paths, collecting gems opens photos and videos in a concept art gallery.
Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy All colored gems reappeem in the Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy trilogy of the first three games in which they serve the same roles they had in the original versions of these games. Training All Special Pearls - N. Sane Trilogy Crash Bandicoot 1 (HD)-151341488ALL Special Pearls - N. Sane Trilogy Crash Bandicoot 2 (HD)-0ALL Special Gems -
N. Sane Trilogy Crash Bandicoot 3 (HD)-0A photo print for this nitro-fueled racing team crash in red, green, blue, yellow, and purple gems reappear in a nitro-fueled racing team crash where they serve the same role they had in the original version of a team race. Bandicoot Crash 4: It's about gem color time method level of smartphone collection paths N. Peak sanity jump on nine
phasing platforms before Lani-Loli's resting place in a particular order, starting on the lower left: right, right, up, up, left, left, down, right. A crash compressor, toxic tunnels hit the road or a truck stopped a dumpster spin on the left side at a checkpoint in the middle of the Chase sequence. Repeatedly rotate the remote control until the RC car crashes into a nitro crate, revealing the
gem. Jet dock, toxic tunnels are towed on to complete the plateau without destroying crates. A crash landed, toxic tunnels run it in Ayio at the beginning of the level, instead of jumping on the jet board, jumping along the crates floating to the right, then to the platform moving at the end to reach the platform with a small pile of crates. Jump on top of the pile to reach the gem where
it floats overhead. Bears repeat themselves, Toxic Tunnels Bandicoot Crash Training 4 This Time - Blue Pearl Location (Sapphire-er Acquires Trophy Guide)Bandicoot Crash 4 This Time - Red Pearl Location (Ruby Red Cup - Achievement Guide)Bandicoot Crash 4 This Time - Green Pearl Location (Emerald Cup Finalald - Achievement Guide)Bandicoot Crash 4 This Time -
Yellow Pearl Location (Topaz Pizazz Cup - Achievement Guide)Add a photo to this gallery of Blue Pearl Bandicoot crash performances in Bandicoot.A Green Pearl crash in Bandicoot.A Green Pearl crash in crash An orange gem in the Bandicoot.An orange pearl crash at the Bandicoot.A purple pearl crash at the Bandicoot.A Red Pearl crash at the Bandicoot.A Yellow Pearl
crash at the Bandicoot.A crash listed pearl colors from a magazine, featuring some early names. Add an image to this Bandicoot Crash Gallery 2: Cortex hits back at blue gem in Bandicoot crash 2: Cortex hits back.a green gem in Cortex strikes Back.a green gem in Cortex strikes Back.A purple pearl in the cerebral cortex hits back.Pearl Red shell red blow back.Add image to this
Bandicoot crash gallery: Blue pearl distortion in Bandicoot crash distortion.Add image to this blue gem racing team crash gallery in this Bandicoot crash : Cortex Blue Pearl's Fury in the Bandicoot Crash: Cortex.A Green Pearl's Fury in The Wrath of Cortex.A Purple Pearl in the Wrath of Cortex.A Red Pearl in The Wrath of Cortex.A Yellow Pearl in The Wrath of Cortex.Add Photo
to Wave This Nitro Kart crash crash bandicoot purple sprite pearl blue rampage of Ripto from Purple Crush.Green Gem sprite from Purple Crush.Purple Pearl Sprite from Purple Crush.Red Pearl Sprite from Purple Crush.Yellow Pearl Sprite from Purple Crush. The red pearl trading card. The trading card in the purple face. The trading card at the Green Antenna. The trading card
in the blue face. The trading card in the yellow face. Go to the Bandicoot Twin Crash Gallery Show N. Sane Blue Pearl Trilogy at Crash Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy.A Blue Gem in the N. Sane.A Green Gem trilogy in the N. Sane.A Green Pearl Trilogy at N. Sane Trilogy.An Orange Pearl in the N Trilogy. Purple Pearl Sane.A in the N. Sane.A Red Pearl trilogy in the yellow pearl N.
Sane.A trilogy in N. Sane Trilogy.An a symbol of blue pearl from the Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy.An crash of a red pearl from the Bandicoot N. Sane Trilogy.An a symbol of a green gem from the Bandicoot N crash. Sane Trilogy.An symbol of a yellow gem from the Bandicoot N crash. Sane Trilogy.An a symbol of a purple gem from the Bandicoot N. Sane crash Trilogy.An a symbol
of an orange pearl from the Bandicoot N. Sane trilogy crash.Add a picture to this Bandicoot 4 crash gallery that's about a time symbol of a blue pearl from this Time.An symbol of a red pearl from this on Time.An a symbol of a green gem from this on the Time.An a symbol of a yellow pearl from it on time. Add an image to this trivia gallery in an early material, an orange pearl is
called a golden pearl, and a red pearl is called a pink pearl. In Cortex strikes again and vases, red, yellow and blue gemstones share the same model as a clear gem, only with a different scale and colors. An orange gem appears in the alternate end of game two in the N. Sane trilogy. It is loaded into N. Brio's laser installation along with other gems, although Crash never collects it
in the game. It was confirmed during A charity fundraiser whose appearance was a mistake. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Five more special color gems are hidden throughout the time in Bandicoot Crash 3: Distortion, and we have the locations pinned for easy retrieval(ish). Color gems make a comeback in Crash 3, and this time
around, they're just a little more complicated to collect. That's compared to game two. The first game still leads the table about 100%. Mixes are installed in ideas from the two previous entries in the franchise - there is no set method for opening colored gemstones, but you often have to complete levels without dying once. Like the other two games included in the N. Sane trilogy,
the color gems allow crashes to access previously uninvited bonus areas and finish the entire box collection. Check out more N. Sane trilogy guides on Escapist: Just like Crash 2, there are five color gems you can collect in Crash 3: Distortion. You don't have to complete levels without dying, but certain steps will require you to reach unlockable death path bonus areas. These
areas are only available if you reach them without dying - they are marked with a skull platform. Don't worry, once you really get into the death course, you can die all you want. These are complicated areas, but not every color gem requires them. Sometimes they are in hidden areas, in optional lanes, or simply require special conditions. Let's dive in and see how to get all five.
Deep trouble (red pearl) The first gem is simple - just finish the stage with 83/83 broken crates. The trick to getting into the crates is backtracking after hitting the metal box! At the end of the stage. Swim back through the spinning metal compartment below, then go right. There's a TNT box near a metal crate barrier. Set it up and complete the area in advance to collect tons of extra
crates. Hey Times (purple pearl) Purple pearl is at the end of the death course in the High Times. That means you're going to have to get to the skull dock past the crystal without dying once. If you can make it to the death trail, you're ready. You can die on the track itself, just don't end an unnecessary life. In the end, you'll find the purple genie. Vader Tomb (blue pearl) like the
previous gem, a blue pearl is also located on a death course, which is a difficult one. Bring a lot of extra life before you try it. The Death Path dock is on the second bridge, before Crush reaches Crystal. Complete the challenge, and the blue gem awaits at the end of the path. Passion burning (green pearl) another death track gem, it was found after grabbing the crystal and climbing
the horizontal part. Find the skull platform next to the crates after you reach the roof. For the death trail, it's actually pretty tame. Complete it and the green gem waits at the end of the path. Hang them high (yellow It's complicated, you're going to have to go into death row on the 7th floor, but it won't be available until you get to the secret warp room. To get there, unlock 5 remains
(full-time trials) and a platform will appear in the hub center. Get on the platform to get to the secret warp room. Here, you can access different parts of previous levels. Hanging them high is one of those levels. But you're going to need 10 remains to get in. Once inside, complete the death course and you'll find a yellow gem at the end of the hard road. It's all color gems in Crash 3:
Distortion! Don't forget to check out these previous steps for alternate routes that require these gems to be accessed. Access.
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